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Input
 
Items: x, y, z
Transactions: x  y  z
{x,y} 1  1  0
{x,y,z}    or 1  1  1
{x,y} 1  1  0
{y,z} 0  1  1
Output
 
Frequent (min. 3) Itemsets:
 
{a}   freq=3
{a,d}  freq=3
{d}   freq=4
Search space
 








  Challenge:    push constraints into the mining process
 
• Itemset constraints (minimum size, average cost,...)
 
• Condensed representations (closed, maximal itemsets,...)
 
• Alternatives for support (emerging, correlated patterns,...)
 
...many, many, many constraints and algorithms proposed...
 
  BUT   no  generic framework
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Problem setting




Given: PWMs of motifs, target genomic 
sequences and background sequences
Find: CRMs involving the same transcription 
factors in multiple sequences
Constraint Programming
General methodology for handling 
constraint satisfaction problems.
Constraints, on a set of motifs:
 - Proximity: only the motifs' hits that bind in each
others proximity are considered,
- Coverage: a sequence is covered if the motifs 
satisfy the proximity constraint on it,
- Frequency: the motifs have to cover a sufficient 
number of sequences,
- Redundancy: if two related motif-sets have the 
same frequency, remove the smaller one.
Conclusions
Principled and flexible approach.
Significant reduction of false positives,





  - Add more constraints (overlap, priors, ...)
  - Other data sources (ChipSeq, ...) 
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